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• WHAT is a digital story?
• WHEN did it appear?
• WHY it is stated to be important for learning and
teaching processes covering many issues and
relevant gender ones?
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WHAT...
• According to a study of learning in high school/college classrooms
(Michael and Modell, 2003), „meaningful learning entails
students acquiring knowledge they can use and apply to solve
new problems“.
• One of the best ways to help students learn difﬁcult conceptual
material (such as theoretical texts) is to provide them with
opportunities to state/restate the ideas in multiple ways and
through multiple means. Digital storytelling provides an effective
pedagogy that enhances this process of stating and restating,
forcing students to express themselves in the „new language“ of
multimedia (M. Coventry).
Digital storytelling is defined as the practice of combining still images with a
narrated soundtrack including both voice and music (Bull & Kajder, 2004; Robin,
2008; Sadik, 2008)

WHAT...
• Key concepts from the literature on learning which help
explain digital storytelling’s power are „representation“ and
„recursivity“. Learning is a „constructive process of meaningmaking that results in reﬂective abstractions, producing
symbols within a medium“ (Catherine Twomey Fosnot, 2005) .
The „symbols then become part of the [student’s] repertoire
of assimilatory schemes“, used to make meaning and create
new meanings (Wiggins and McTighe, 2005). Central to the
act of learning is the act of representing knowledge to oneself
and to others, and closely connected to this idea is the notion
that students need more than one opportunity to represent
such knowledge.

WHEN...
• Definition of DS arised out of the work of Dana Atchley and Joe
Lambert at the Center for Digital Storytelling, USA. In 1994, they
crafted digital stories that were focused on first person narratives
that use images, narration and music to frame personal memories
as powerful stories.
• The DS workshop model was aimed at low literacy youth/adults,
and the support of professionals in community media and public
education environments within the area.
• The main concerns referred to awareness that narrative multimodal creative expression allows students to feel recognized in the
predicaments of their lives – to make visible their oppression. The
emphasis was put on learning how to write and perform a short
narrative text, and then learning the development of rudimentary
technique in design of a short film as a form of authoring their own
experience.

WHY...
• “Multimedia projects in general, and digital storytelling
specifically, can be used to engage and motivate both
teachers and students. The mutual benefits to be initially
mentioned cover teachers’ obstacles being managed for using
technology in more productive way, and students’ diverse role
contributing to the learning content for “not just informationgathering, but information-creating as well” (Robin, 2008).
• During the learning process constructing different type of
digital stories based on personal narratives, informative or
instructional context, students “convert data into information
and transform information into knowledge” (Cradler, McNabb,
Freeman, & Burchett, 2002, p. 3).

Collaboration and teamwork sharing experiences contribute to
students‘ social and cognitive development, as well as usage of
multimedia technologies in learning settings has the impact on their
increased motivation to see the learning context in much more
meaningful way.

•

Firstly, the digital
storytelling asks for
students’ perspective and
validates it as important.

•

Secondly, students get to work
in a medium that is relevant
and meaningful to their lives
(computers). The ability to tell
their story in a variety of ways
– through sounds, music,
graphics, photographs, and
original artwork allows them
to express their creativity in
ways other than just text.

WHY...

• All those positive aspects serve as evidence to
suggest that digital storytelling could be very
productive tool for many students addressing various
types of learning styles and multiple competences
(verbal/linguistic, logical/mathematical,
visual/spatial, musical, interpersonal, digital).

WHY...
• “It is also important that teachers learn effective ways to motivate
their students to become more engaged in learning new content
with the help of multimedia technologies” (Robin, 2008).
• Systematic integration of multimedia technologies into the teaching
settings by applying DS approach would enrich and facilitate
different learning aspects, such as content introduction in more
relevant way, capture of attention, enhancing comprehension,
facilitating discussions and teamwork, facilitating social learning and
multiple intelligences.
• The enormous resources and materials are presented for teachers
to use DS in the classroom – it should develop and foster teachers’
proficiency with multimedia applications. Emerging technologies
are regularly used by students at ever-increasing pace, therefore,
teachers should become familiar with them as well in order to
share the best experience with the classroom.

Example... (by Michael Coventry, USA)
• Throughout their project, the students take advantage of
the multimedia format to illustrate theoretical constructs
such as the performative nature of femininity by showing
us side-by-side representations of a woman’s day, in this
specific case, with and without makeup. Secondly,
students develop metaphors or symbols which represent
complicated theoretical ideas in a concrete form.

Example... (by Michael Coventry, USA)
„All Made Up“ / Digital Story Script
[single screen in the morning]
• „Each day I wake up and perform my morning rituals. I do
this so I can enter the world with conﬁdence. Much of my
conﬁdence is based on how I look.
[split screen focused on makeup table and then on her]

Example... (by Michael Coventry, USA)
• Eye-shadow, lipstick, mascara – products seem limitless. Is
this what it takes to be a woman? According to whom?
Makeup helps me to look and feel better. I just wouldn’t be
my ideal self without it. Would the world prefer to see my
blemishes, dark circles, uneven skin tone? In just 15
minutes, I can accentuate my positive features and reduce
my negatives. The minimal effort I put in to looking better is
worth it to me, because feminine appearances are highly
valued in society. After all, the most feminine women wear
makeup; at least that is what the media tells me. From
Marilyn Monroe to Halle Berry, attractive women use
cosmetics to look their best. A societal obsession with
before and after make-overs celebrates the latter and
leaves one asking, „Do I want to be the before image or the
after?“

Example... (by Michael Coventry, USA)
[split screen outside home: put sunglasses on head in one
side, in other side put sunglasses on face]
• If I were to perform a day in my life without makeup, what
impressions would I give off? I know that my conﬁdence
would be challenged. Would I feel attractive? Or would I
want to hide behind dark glasses?
[quarter screen split with guy in each; in one screen guy is
very friendly, in second, much colder responses]
• I like positive reactions from the opposite sex. I don’t know
that I would get as many without my makeup. Maybe
because, when I’m not wearing it, men simply don’t ﬁnd me
attractive. Or perhaps they just react to my own distant
behavior.

Example... (by Michael Coventry, USA)
[quarter screen with party and bathroom, then to party – varying
degrees of social interaction based on makeup-on or makeup-off]
• I would miss out on the fun in makeup if I didn’t wear it. I couldn’t
trade tips or bond with other women without colors and new
products. After all, most women I come in contact with wear
makeup. Would I feel out of some social mix without it? I guess if I
were a natural beauty, I would not feel so vulnerable. But I’m not. I
simply look better with makeup.
[split screen of self at home in bathroom]
• At the end of the day, in the privacy of my own home, I’m content
without makeup. I would even say, I feel fresh and, in a sense, free.
But I know that when tomorrow comes and I must face the world
again, I will do so with my makeup on. Some might say that I’m a
slave to the culture industry. But perhaps I’m just a woman who
likes her makeup. (Bayer and Koslow, 2004)

Example... (by Michael Coventry, USA)
• The digital story shows that „makeup is part of
the appearance of the performer and aids her
ability to effectively portray an ideal woman“.
Makeup then stands as an analogue for other
expectations of appropriate feminine dress
and behavior that are present in society.

Example... (by Michael Coventry, USA)
• One of the central aims of the project is to show
gender performance in action: to illustrate the idea of
performance through the wearing (or not) of makeup.
Young lady argues that the media „present made-up
women as a feminine beauty standard“. So, when a
„person performs woman with makeup, her
performance is ceremonial and her makeup application
an important ritual“. The digital story „exaggerates“
how when not wearing makeup, women may „not feel
sufﬁciently prepared to participate in common, social
ceremonies . . . because of this, she does not „give“ or
„give off“ her best performance of herself (Bayer,
2004).

Example... (by Michael Coventry, USA)
• Through the vital illustration and application of ideas
about identity performance in the digital story, Kathy
reaches new insights into how performances operate.
The „concreteness“ of showing one day in a woman’s
life allows Kathy to pull together ideas about
performance, stating them and restating them in
writing and in the story. This, combined with own
insights as makeup-wearing women, helps give insight
into the negative effects or limits of performance and
the kinds of stress its expectations can put on
individuals.
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